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SUMMARY

?be armed services have a goal of administering their operational
selection and classification enlisted test, the Armed Service@ Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVA), on the computer. Intentions are to administer
the same kind of subtests as exist in the present operational paper-and-
pencil (PAP) battery and to be able to do so in such a mnner as to make it
totally irrelmnt whether an ocaminee receives the computer-adnistered
subtest or the P&P version.

Several subtests consist of items which by their very nature would
seem to be potential problems for transfer to the cathode-ray tube (CRT).
There are two different types of speeded subtests (numerical operations and
coding speed), whose Items are easy and on which the final score generally
depends on the number of items accomplished in a short time limit. The CRT
is much too small to duplicate a full page of items such as those presented
in a P&P mode. Similarly, the sis of paragraph comprehension Items
prevents their appearinL fully on the CRT screen. Finally, three of the
ASVAB subtests have Items with Illustrations, and CRT presentation must
switch from flat ink drawings to vertical light drawings on the screen.

Speeded subtests were programmed for two different CRT presentation
odes, paragraph comprehension for three different nodes, and graphics were

displayed from code created by an off-the-shelf commercial digitizer.
These CRT subtests were then compared with their P&P counterparts using Air
Force recruits in a counterbalanced design. Results indicated that
,obtaining equivalence between P&P and computer administration appears
feasible. Graphical items present the least difficulty.. Item production
for one type of speeded subtest was best approximated by single-item CRT
presentation, and for another type of speeded test by CRT presentation of
blocks of items. Additional research is required for the "too long"
paragraph comprehension items in which more practice with the computer
scope may be useful.

IL



PREFACE

Several Armsd Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) subtests
consist of items whose characteristics ware expected to change when
administered on a computer screen. This technical paper examines several
ways to administer these items in order to find one which is equivalent to
paper-and-pencil administration. This effort is ancillary to the Air Force
responsibility for item pools for a computer adapted ASVAB,
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1. WhNRODUCTION

As the United States Armed Services move toward the iEplemntation of
computer adaptive testing (CAT) with the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAR), several major issues must be addressed to ensure the continu-
ity ad well-being of the military testing program. At the present time, the
transition from traditional paper-end-pencil testing to computerized testing
is being envisioned as a gradual process; therefore, the equivalence of the
two coexisting methods of testing is of conern, because the resulting scores
will be required to function interchangeably (Green, Dock, kmphreys, Lin, &
ieckase, 1982).

The first question of equivalence that m=st be addressed is that of the
influence of the presentation modium itself on otherwise Identical tests.
That Is, If the ASVAB in its present form is administered by computer to a
group of examinees, how would the resulting scores differ from those that
would be obtained by testing in the paper-and-pencil medium? More specifical-
ly, three questions can be raised:

1. Now would the scores differ by subtest?
2. What night account for some of these differences?
3. For sme types of Items, which of several modes of presentation on the

computer screen night serve to minimize differences?

The present effort was designed to address these questions in two ways.
One way that the equivalence of two procedures can be determined is by a con-
parison of the mean scores resulting from then to see if significant differ-
ences can be detected. Toward this end, tb# experimental design provided sep-
arate conditions for the study of alternative computer procedures against
their paper-and-pencil counterparts. In addition, controls were built into
the study to account for possible foe and version differences, as wel as
practice effects. Methods of comparing mean differences were then applied.

The second approach was that of employing correlational methods. These
techniques, which attempt to assess the degree of similarity rather then the
extent of differences, included test-retest and internal consistency reliabil-
ity comparisons across conditions, and exploratory and confirmatory factor
analytic studios to compare factor structures.

For the purposes of this effort, 6 of the 10 ASVAB subtosts were chosen
for adminstration. The selection was based on som characteristic or set of
characteristics of the subtests that might be expected to interact with the
medium of presentation in either a positive or negative way, or that ight
require some change or modification from the previous paper-and-pencil form of
presentatione. These subtests can be divided into three groups on the basis of
the criteria for selection: Paragraph Couprehension (PC), because of the
problems involved in presenting it by computer that result from its unique
item formt; Numerical Operations (NO) and Coding Speed (CS), due to the
speeded nature of these subtests; and Auto and Shop Information (AS), Mechani-
cal Comprehension (MC), and rlectronics Information (1I)9 because of their
emphasis on graphical Image@, as well as items with no graphical content.

-1-|



11. METHOD

Test Battery

Tha study used subtests of Forus 11, 12, and 13 of the ASVAB (Preetwood,
Vale, Hassey, & Welsh, 1985), The subtests used are shown in Table 1. The
six subtests chosen for study were administered in two versions, A and B, for
each of the three forms for a total of six alternatives for each subtest: Il,
11B, 12At 12B, 13A, and 13B. For the CS, AS, MC, and El subtests, the two
versions differ only in the ordering of the items; by contrast, the PC and NO
subtests use different items in each version. All subtests consist of differ-
ent items In each form. Scoring was based on number-correct raw scores for
each subtesto

Table 1t ASVAB Subets Used with Corresponding Number

of It~w,, Operational Tim in Minutes, and Speededuess

Number Tim
Subtest of items allotted Speeded

Paragraph Comprehension (PC) 15 13 No
Numerical Operations (NO) 50 3 Yes
Coding Speed (CS) 84 7 Yes
Auto and Shop Information (AS) 25 11 No
Mechanical Comprehension (MC) 25 19 No
Electronics Information (El) 20 9 NO

Experimental Design

Sublects and Data Collection

The initial sample consisted of 1,024 Air Force recruits distributed over
30 independent groups with repeated measures for each examinee. The 30 groups
were subgroups of three general experimental groups: (a) Group 1, which was
first administered the ASVAB tests by computer and then by paper-and-pencil;
(b) Group 2, which took the tests first by paper-and-pencil and then by com-
puter; and (c) Group 3 which took the ASVAB tests twice by paper-and-pencil.

After removal of 27 examinees with incomplete data, the final data con-
sisted of item responses and subtest scores for 997 Air Force recruits on six
subtests of the ASVAB, each taken twice in alternate forms, for a total of 12
subtest scores per examinee. Randomization was assured by preprinting 1,200
cards with coded conditions and ordering then in 40 groups, each group con-
taiing conditions 1 through 30 in sequence. Examinees were then assigned to
groups by having them line up upon their arrival at the test center and hand-
ing out the cards in order until all examinees were accounted for. In this
way, every 30th person was assigned to the same condition. All examinees ware
male recruits (to avoid possible confounding of results due to gender differ-
ences), and all were in their sixth day of basic military training at the time
of testing. Testing of examinees occurred at the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory test facility at Lackland AFB, Texas, over a 2-week period during
February 1985.

-2-



Once conditions were aesigned, Group 3 (the group receiving paper-and-
pencil tests In both sessions) was removed to a separate building for testing
and s not elposed to the computerized test environment. Group I was brought
into a room containing 30 carrels with Terk microcomputers 28 of which were
used for testing, hmineea were assigned randomly to computers. Due to com-
puter memory limitations, each computer was programmed to administer only ver-
sion A or version B tests. Within version, however, each m=chins contained
all forms and conditions for all six subtests. The test each examinee re-
ceived ws determLned by the condition code printed on his condition card,
thich was entered into the computer before the start of testing. This random
assignment of aaminees to conditions bad to computers controlled for varia-
tIons in screm resolution between computer monitor--a particularly important
consideration for subtests containing graphical Images.

Before testing commenced, Group I received a standard set of instruc-
tions, over earphones from trained test administrators, covering both the
tests themselves and the operation of the computer; then, graphical demonstra-
tions and user-paced exercises on computer keyboard use and the 10 keys re-
quired for testing were administered. All examinees also received standard
ASY A test Instructions. Administrators were available throughout testing to
answer questions and to help with problems. Upon completion of teting, exam-
inees were allowed to leave quietly. During the first session, Group 2 was
administered equivalent paper-and-pencil tests in another room. Following a
break at the end of Session 1, Groups I and 2 switched places; i.e., Group 2
was administered instructions and testing by computer while Group I was admin-
istered paper-and-pencll tests.,

Tests and Conditions

PC subtest, This subtest poses two problems when converted from paper-
and-p1enc to computer administration. First, sou of the paragraphs used in
the paper-and-pencil test are too long to fit on a cathode-ray-tube (CRT)
screen at ome time Second, most of the reading comprehension paragraphs in
tho ASVAB tests are accompanied by multiple questions. consequently, In the
computer presentation medium, three different methods of presenting these
kinds of items on a CRT (explained further on p. 4) were evaluated to deter-
mine which gave results most similar to those of paper-end-pencil administra-
tion.

O and CS subtests, In the case of these highly-speeded, low-difficulty
subtests, item are typically presented In groups in the paper-and-pencil se-
dium, with instructions to answer as many itms as possible within the time
limit. A similar approach was taken with the computer presentation of these
subtests by presenting several items on the screen at a time. This condition
was compared with a second condition that presented items on the screen one at
a time, to determine which item presentation condition was more similar to the
paper-end-pencil adiministration,

AS. IC. and 91 subtests. These subtests consist of both standard mlti-
ple-choice test items and multiple-choice Items that use graphical images to
describe pysical, mechanical, or electronic concepts or components about
which the examinee is questioned. They were presented on the computer screen
in a single computer-presentation mode very similar to the presentation of
their paper-and-pencil counterparts, to determine if differences resulted from

-3-
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the translation of standard multiple-choice Items and graphical images from
the paper-and-peic1l medium to a CRT.

Treatment Groups

The overall data collection plan, with the total numbers of examinees per
condition (before eliminating those with Incomplete data), is shown In Figures
1 through 3. Bach figure is divided Into sections representing the treatment
groups to which the examinees were randomly assigned. A major advantage of
this design was that it allowed the computer versus paper-and-pencil test ad-
m itration variable to be examined both between aud within subjects for all
six subtests, thus allowing greater flexibility of analysis,

PC subtest. The data collection plan for the PC subtest is shown In FiS-
ure 1. To overeom the problem of lengthy PC Items, a scrolling procedure was
devised that enabled examinees to move forward and backward through the Item
text a line at a time. Scrolling was activated by depressing a designated
forward or backward scrolling key which erased the text from the current
screen (field) and replaced It with a different screen (field) of text. De-
pending on the scrolling key chosen (forward or backward), examinees were able
to view now or previously presented material.

Three computer-admianstratLon Hode conditions (CRT-I to CRT-3) were in-
cluded to assess the effectiveness of three possible solutions to this complex
item presentation problem. In the first Hode condition (CRT-i) the paragraph
under consideration could be scrolled on the screen while one question at a
time appeared beneath It In a separate, nouscrollable field. Previous ques-
tions about the paragraph were erased following an exainee's response and
before the next question appeared, and examinees were unable to refer to pre-
vious paragraphs or previous questions pertaining to the current paragraph.

The second Hode condition (CRT-2) presented the paragraph and all ques-
tious related to It In a single scrollable field with no access to previous
paragraphs or their questions. This condition allowed the examinee to use the
entire screen to view the paragraph or single questions, and to move back and
forth between the current paragraph and Its questions. The third Hode condi-
tLou (CIT-3) allowed the current paragraph to be scrolled on the screen, and
beneath It questions could be scrolled separately. The displayed paragraph
would change automatically as the Ltems were scrolled to remain current with
the displayed Ltem, so that an examinee could scroll back to any previous
paragraph and Its questLons. This condition also provided an answer-sheet
type of display at the top of the screen which allowed examinees to monitor
their pro ress through the test, and pemitted them to go back and change an-
soes to all previous PC items at any time throughout the test.

Esch presentation condition appeared twice in the first two experimental
groups, once with Version A and alternatively with Version B, for a total of
six conditions with 50 to 60 examinees per condition. Due to the varied ex-
peirmntal conditions and limitations in sample size, it was necessary to Ua-
It the administration of the PC subtest to Torm 11 of the ASVAB in Groups 1
and 2. Group 3, the paper-aud-pencLl only group, was not restricted by the
three computer conditions; so the three forms of the PC subtest, Versions A
and St were administered Lnstead, for a total of six conditions with 50 to 60
examinees per condition.
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Group 1 (Nm338): Cosputer-P&P
Session 1 Session 2

S, CRT1 IIA 1-59 PAP 11B 1-59

CRTI 115 1-56 PAP 11A 1-56

CT2 IIA 1-54 P&P 113 1-54

* CI2 1IS 1-56 P&PI I A -56

S 813 11A 1-57 PO 11B -57

S338  CT3 1IB 1-56 PAP 11A M-56

Group 2 (N-339): P&P-Computr
Session I Session 2

S3 9  PP IIA -56 CTI 113 1-56

UP lII? 111, 57 CRTlII1A N57

PA 0113 N-57 CET2 IIA N-57P P11A N-58 CR12 11B N-58

k 1r6? 113 1-57 CR12 ILA 1-57

0 P hlA 3-56 CRT3 111 5

867, 10 113 3-55 CR13 11A 11-55

Group 3 (N-347): PP-?&P
Session 1 Session 2

S678 P&P IIA N-58 P&P 1IB N-58

P0 IB N-58 P&P IIA N-58

S P&P 12A N-58 P&P 12B 1-58

P &P 12 a58 P&P 12A N-58

P PAP 13A -158 P&P 133 N158

$10241 PAP 133 N-57 P&P 13A N-57

Figure 1. Data Collection Design for PC Subtesto

-5-
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NO and CS subtests. ligure 2 describes the data collection plan for the
NO and CS subtestsa Here, two computer presentation Mode conditions were In-
eluded (CiT-I and CRT-2) which, when combined with Versitons A and B of each
subteat, provided four conditions per group with 80 to 85 examinees per condi-
tion* In the CRT-i condition, the items appeared on the CRT one at a tine,
and the exeaines were instructed to answer as meny of the items as possible
within the allotted time. In the CRT-2 condition, several items were dis-
played at a time on the screen with the same Instructions; for NO, three items
appeared on the screen at the sam time, and for CS, two blocks of seven items
were displayed, Response times were recorded at both the single- and mlti-
ple-ite level, Again, limitations in sample sise restricted the adinistra-

Group 1 (N-338): Coputer-lW
Session I Session 2

S1  CRTI 12A 14-83 P&P 12B 14-83

M CRT112B 10-86 P&P 12A4 N-86

* CRT2 12A 1"-87 P&P 12B N-87

CRT2 12B N-82 P 12A N-82

Group 2 (14-339): P&P-Computer
Session I Session 2

S339 P&P 12A4-85 CRTI 12,B N-65

P P 1231 N-84 CRT1 12A N-64

S P&P 12A N-85 CRT2 121 N,85

;677 1P&P 12B N-85 CRT2 12A N-85

Group 3 (N-300): P&P-P&P
Session I Session 2

$67 P&P IA 14,58 P&P 11B V-58

PiP lIB N58 P&P 11A N-58

PiP 12A Na8 PAP 12B N-58

P&P 129 0-58 P& 12A 1-58

S P&P 13A N-58 PP 13B N-58

510241 P&P 13B 1-57 P&P 13A N-57

FiSure 2. Data Collection Design for NO and CS Subtesta.
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tion of the NO and CS subtests to Form 12 in Groups I and 2. Group 3 received
both versions of eli three foats for a total of six conditions with 50 to 60
examinees per condition.

AS, MC, and II subtests. The data collection plan for the AS$ NC, and El
subtests Is shown In Figure 3. Unlike the other subtests, these consisted of
only a single computer presentation condition that presented all items includ-
Lng graphical Images. Ts permitted the administration of Forms 11, 12, and
13 to all three groups, for a total of six conditions per group with 50 to 60
examinees per condition. The graphical images for the computer-aduinistered
ASVAB tests were developed by the four-step process of (a) digitizing, (b)
edltlg, (c) moving, and (d) concatenation and Indexing. The digitizing pro-
css was dome using a Kurta Series Two 12" x 17" digitizer pad.

The digitizer program that was written for this project (called DIGITI-
ZER) allowed for digitizing to a half screen while scaling the image to make
it as large as possible. In this way, the limited 120 vertical dots by 320
horizontal dots half-screen graphics window was used as completely as possi-
ble. DIGITIZER allows points, lines, and connected lines ("connect the dots"
or polygon mode) to be plotted, either entered individually or *streamed" to-
gether.

After digitizing, all images were cleaned up and completed using the
graphics editor. The graphics editor used was a reworked version of the Terak
graphics editor GREDIT. It allows lines, points, circles, arcs, and arrow
heads to be drawn or erased, or text to be entered or edited. It also allows
the superimposing of one Image upon another. Ultimately, all images were
superimposed in this fashion, with one image on the top of the screen and the
other on the bottom.

Once the image was refined to the desired level, it was centered within a
half-screen area and located in the proper half screen (top or bottom), using
a progrem called MOVER, which also allowed the duplication of one part of the
screen on another part of the screen. The graphical portions of the screens
were then concatenated and indexed into a random access file that was utilized
by the test administration program to retrieve graphical images associated
with text segments.

Data Analysis

Combined Conditions

The experimental design plan provided for three test administration
groups: Group 1, to be tested by computer followed by paper-and-pencil; Group
2, tested by paper-and-pencL followed by computer; and Group 3, tested by
paper-and-pencil twice. Within each group the three forms and two versions of
each subtest were administered, except for PC In the first two groups where
the three screen Modes (CRT-1 to CRT-3) were substituted for three forms and
all examinees received Form 11. This resulted in 18 experimental conditions
(3 groups x 3 forms x 2 versions). In addition, for the computer administra-
tion in Groups I and 2, two separate screen conditions were administered for
the NO and CS subtests, thus adding an additional 12 conditions, yielding a
total of 30 experimental conditions.

-7-



Group 1 (1N-338): CoMurter-P&P
Session 1 Session 2

S1  CRT IIA 1-59 P&P 11B N-59

S CRT 1iB N-56 pp IIA N-56
0i

CRT 12A N-54 P&P 12B 1-54

* CIT 125 1-56 P&P 12A 1-56

* CIT 13A N-57 P&P 13D 1-57

S338 CRT 1315 1-56 P&P 13A 10516

Group 2 (1-339): P&P-Computer
Session I Session 2

S339 P&P IIA N-56 CRT 11B 1-56

* P&P IIB N-57 CRT ILA N-57

* P&P 12A N-58 CRT 12B V-58

* P&P 12B N-57 CRT 12A N-57

. P&P 13A N-56 CRT 13B N-56

$677 P&P 13B N-55 CRT 13A N-55

Group 3 (N-347): P&P-P&P
Session 1 Session 2

S678 P&P 11A N-58 P&P 11B N-58

. P&P I1B N-58 P&P IIA N-58

* P&P 12A N-58 P&P 125 N-58

* P&P 12B N-58 P&P 12A N-58

* P&P 13A N-58 P&P 13B N-58

;1024 P&P 13 N-57 P&P 13A -57

Figure 3. Data Collection Design for AS, MC, and EI Subtests.
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Analysis of Variance (AMOVA)

The wodel chosen for the ANCA uas a repeated measures multivarLate (MA-
NOVA) design using total subtest scores as dependent variables, with uti-
variate follow-up ANOTAs for all significant effects. A multivariate analysis
was selected because it offers a substantial advantage with respect to power,
while controlling the Type I error rate over all subtests simultaneously at
the nominal alpha level (orrisou, 1976).

A fundamental assumption underlying any NANOVA analysis is that of bomo-
genaity of the covarlance matrices within each cell. fowever, the HAiOVA nod-
el is widely recognized to be robust to violation of this assumption, espe-
cially for largo sample ams. Furthermore, .. ltvarlate tests of homogeneity
are very powerful, given large samples, oftan leading to a rejection of the
hypothesis of equal covariance matrices on the basis of minor differences
(Cooley & Lohnes, 1971). Univariate ANOVA models in a similar way assume ho-
mogneity of variances, and in a like mannr, are largely robust to violations
of this assumption. This situation holds at least for between-subjects facto-
rial models, but for repeated measures designs violations of the equal vari-
ance assumption have been shown to lead to a greatly increased probability of
Type I error (O'Brien & Kaiser, 1985). Unfortunately, there Is no known test
at present for the homogeneity of repeated measures variances. Therefore, the
best defense against an increased incidence of Type I error is to Interpret
significant outcomes accordingly, when the variances over sessions appear to
be heterogeneous.

MANOVA Is based upon a comparison of the latent structures of the be-
tween-groups sum of squares and cross-products (SSCP) matrix, V, and the
within-groups SSQ' matrix of subtest scores, ;, for a given effect. This ts
accomplished through the decomposition of the product mtrix, i_-I, and the
analysis of the resulting latent roots. Although there is no uniformly most
powerful statistic for conducting this analysis, all of the widely accepted
statistics are some function of the latent roots of If 1. and the choice of an
appropriate statistic is dependent upon the rank of the matrix, or the number
of significant roots obtained.

For the situation where the rank of the matrix is 1, the most powerful

test of significance has been shown to be Roy's Largest Root test; whereas,
when the rank is greater than 1, the Pillai-Bartlett Trace V test is most pow-
erful (Olson, 1976). The Pillai-Bartlett offers the additional advantage of
being the most robust to the violation of the assumptions of the MMAZOVA model,
whereas Roy's test is extremely sensitive to violation of the homogeneity as-
sumption.

Tor the present analyses, four maltivariate tests of significance were
applieds Roy's Largest Root, Hotelling's T, Wilks' Lambda, and the Pillai-
Bartlett Trace V test. For every experimental outcome, the results of all
four tests were in complete agreement. Therefore, the Pillai-Bartlett Trace V
statistic, which has been recommended for general use (Olson, 1976) is report-
ed for the MANOVA analyses.

The Pillai-Bartlett Trace V test is
S

V- EC /(l+Ci) (1)

-9-
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where Ci is the ith latent root of the metrix BI- ' and S is its rank. Pillai
derived an approximation to the F distribution (orrison, 1976) for V as

F =(dfe - p + S)V (2)
b(S - V)

with Sb and S(dfe - p + a) degrees of freedom, where dfe is the degrees of
freedom within groups, p Is the number of dependent variables, S is the rank
of 15- 1. and b is the larger of p and the degrees of freedom between groups.

The follow-up analysis for those MAMOVA outcomes found to be significant
was based on univariate ABOVA F tests to identify the specific subtests for
which the effects were significant. Once a MWOVA result is found signift-
cant, however, all follow-up statistical tests are unconstrained in tets of
Type I error. That Is, the Type I error rate applies at the individual test
level, and over numerous tests, the rate is compounded. Caution mast be ex-
ercised in such a case In interpreting significant outcomes. Furthermore,
standard forms of post hoc statistical tests, while varying in power and flex-
ibility, are all Increasingly sensitive with Increasing sample sizes, and for
the present study, relatively large samples were required to adequately pro-
vide for the correlatLonal analyses, such as factor analysis. Such large sam-
ples serve to increase the sensitivity to post hoc statistical tests to the
point where meaningless differences become prominent and obscure the important
group differences under experimental manipulation.

Paper-and-pencil baseline analysis. The purpose of the first analysis
was to emIne the effec's across all six subtests of (a) Form-the three test
forms--ASVAD Forms 11, 12, and 13; (b) Version-the two Versions (A and B)
within each form; and (b) Seasion-the repeated measurement of paper-and-
pencil tests. This analysis was confined to Group 3 (N - 333), which func-
tioned as a baseline comparison group, being tested entirely in the paper-and-
pencil medium. Figure 4 shows the experimental design plan for Group 3.

The analysis consisted of a repeated measures NANOVA with univariate ANO-
VA follow-up tests for all significant effects across session within subjects,
and test form and test version between subjects. The dependent variables were
the total scores for each of the six subtests taken by each examinee (PC, NO,
CS, AS, MC, and EI).

Parasraph Comprehnsion. The second analysis was designed to determine
if differences were observed in man test scores among the three modes of cor-
puter presentation of the PC subtest between subjects, and between the comput-
er and paper-end-pencil presentation media both between and within subjects.
Test form differences were also examined to eliminate confounding with the
other effects.

Figure 5 shows the experimental design plan for the PC analysis. All
examinees wore tested using Form 11 of the PC subtest to allow sufficient sam-
ple size for a fully crossed design. Group 1, consisting of 332 examinees,
was subdivided into three groups of approximetely equal size. Each subgroup
was administered one test version in one mode of the computer medium in the
first testing session, followed by paper-and-pencil testing with the alternate
version In the second session; subgroups of between 50 and 60 examinees within
each mode subgroup were admnistered Versions A and B of ASVAB Form 11 PC in

-10-
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Test
version
presen- Session 1 Session 2
tation Exam- Form & Form &
order inees Medium version Subtest Medium version Subtest

665 11A 11B PC, NO, CS,
to N-56 ASO MC El 1-56 AS, MC, El
720

721 12A PC, N0, CS, 12B PC, N0, CS,
1 to P&P N-56 AS, MC, E P&P N-56 AS, MC, EI

776

777 13A PC, NO, CS, 13B PC, NO, CS,
to N-57 AS, MC, El 1-57 AS, MC, El
833

834 1iB PC, NO, CS, 11A PC, NO, CS,
to N-56 AS, MC, El -56 AS, MC, El
889

890 12B PC, No, CS, 12A PC, NO, CS,
2 to P&P 1-52 AS, MC, El P&P N-52 AS, MC, El

941

942 13B PC, NO, CS, 13B PC, NO, CS,
to N-56 AS, MC, El N-56 AS, MC, El
997

Figure 4. Experimental Design Plan for Paper-end-Pencil Baseline Analysis.

counterbalanced order. Group 2 (N - 332) was tested with the presentation
media in reverse order, i.e., paper-and-pencil followed by computer presenta-
tion.

The method of analysis was a repeated measures MANOVA with the PC subtest
score as the sole dependent variable. The effects that were examined as be-
tween-subjects variables for the PC analysis included three modes of computer
presentation (Mode), computer versus paper-and-pencil presentation (Medium),
and test version (Version). The effect examined as a within-subjects variable
wsa the computer versus paper-and-pencil presentation medium across sessions
(Session).

Speeded tests. The purpose of the third analysis was to determine if
differences existed between mean scores resulting from the two modes of com-
puter presentation of the NO and CS subtests, and between the computer and
paper-and-pencil presentation media both between and within subjects. Test
version differences were examined to determine if they interacted with these
primary effects.

Figure 6 summarizes the experimental design plan for these analyses. All

S- 11 -
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Mediu
preser Session I Session 2
tation Exam- Form & Form &
order ine. Mode version Subtest Mode version Subtest

to IlA PC iB PC
58 U-58 N-58

CRT-1 P&P
59
to 1iB PC IIA PC

114 M-56 V-56

115
to IIA PC 11B PC
168 1-54 N-54

CRT-2 P&P
169
to 113 PC 1A PC
223 U-55 N-55

224
to 11A PC 11B PC
278 1-55 N-55

CRT-3 P&P
279
to 1IB PC ilA PC
332 V-54 -54

333
to IIA PC 11B PC
387 1-55 N-55

------- P&P CRT-I
388
to 1iB PC 11A PC
441 N4-54 N4-54

4"2
to 11A PC 11B PC
499 N-58 N=58

2 P&P CRT-2
500
to 11B PC 11A PC
553 4-54 N-54

554
to IlA PC lib PC
609 N-56 N-56

P&P 6.CRT-3
610
to 11B PC 11A PC
664 N-55 N-55

Figure 5. Experimental Design Plan for Analysis of

Paragraph Comprehension Subtest.
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Medium
presen- Session 1 Session 2
tation Form & Form &
order N Mode version Subtest Mode version Subtest

* 1

to 12A N0O CS 12B N0, CS
83 N-83

CRT-I P&P
84
to 12B N0, CS 12A No, CS
168 N-85 N-85

169
to 12A NO, CS 12B NO, CS
252 1,-84 P-84
---"---CRT-2 - ~ - - P&P" •

253
to 12B NO, CS 12A NO, CS
332 N-80 N-80

333
to 12A NO, CS 12B NO, CS
417 N-85 1--65

- P&P ' CIT-I
418
to 12B NO, CS 12A NO, CS
500 N-83 N-83

501
to 12A N0, CS 12B N0, CS
584 V-84 N-84

P&P - CRT-2
585
to 12B NO, CS 12A NO, CS
664 N-80 N-80

Figure 6. Experimental Design Plan for Analysis of Speeded Subtests.

testing was limited to Form 12 to allow sufficient sample size for a fully
crossed design. Group 1, with 332 examinees, was subdivided randomly into two
subgroups of approximately equal size. Each subgroup was administered one
test in one of the two comuter odes (single-item or multiple-item screen) in
the first testing session, followed by paper-and-pencil testing with the al-
ternate version of Form 12 in the second session. Group 2, also with 332 ex-
ainees, was tested in the reverse order, with paper-and-pencil testing in the
first session and computer testing in the second session. Within each of the
Node subgroups of Group 1 and Group 2, half of the examinees were assigned to
either Version A or Version B of ASVAB Form 12 in random order to test the
Version effect. This yielded a total of eight experimental groups of 80 to 85
examinees each. (Due to sample size limitations, within-subject test version
and medium effects were necessarily combined into a single experimental condi-
tion.)

-13-



The method of analysis us a repeated measures NOVA with the NO and CS
subtest scores as the dependent variables, with univariate ANOVA follow-up
tests for all significant tests. The between-subjects variables were test
version (Version), computer presentation mode (Node), and computer versus pa-
per-end-pencil presentation medium (Medium), and the within-subjects variable
was the computer versus paper-and-pencil medium (Session) effect.

Grpic81 subtests. The fourth analysis was designed to examine the dif-
ferences between th acomputer and paper-and-pencil presentation media for the
AS, NC, end El subtests. These differences were analyzed for Forms 11, 12,
and 13 of each subtest and by version. Madium and Version effects were exam-
ined In a completely unconfounded design. For the graphical subtests, a par-
ticular question of Interest Is what differences in performance, if any, re-
sult from the presentation of graphical Images on a computer screen versus the
printed page. The analysis of the NC subtest addresses this question direct-
ly, since of the 25 items comprising the test, 23 for Form 11, 21 for Form 12,
and 22 for Form 13 contain graphical Images. In addition, the NC subtests, as
with all others, were randomly distributed over 28 computers to control for
individual screen resolution differences.

Figure 7 shows the experimental design plan for these tests. The 332
exminees in Group 1 were randomly assigned to three subgroups. Each subgroup
was administered one form of each subtest, one version in the computer medium
in Session 1 and the alternate version in the paper-and-pencil edium in Ses-
sion 2. The second group of 332 examinees was tested in a similar manner but
with the order of presentation medium reversed.

The analysis was a repeated measures NANOVA with total subtest scores as
dependent variables. The effects that were examined as between-subjects vari-
ables included test fors, computer versus paper-end-pencil presentation medi-
um, and test version. The effect examined as a within-subjects variable was
the computer versus paper-and-pencil presentation medium.

eliability Analyses

Experimental group and session abbreviations are presented in Figure 8.
The first character stands for medium of administration: C for computer, P for
paper-and-pencil administration; the second character denotes the experimental
group (1, 2, or 3); the third digit indicates testing session 1 or 2. Due to
the nature of the data collected, two types of reliability comparisons were
made.

Test-retest. The first comparison used a test-retest correlation design
and wee computed for all the ASVAB subtests. The subtests CS, AS, NC, and El
contain the se items in both Version A and Version B, providing true test-
retest date. However, subtests PC and NO use different items in Versions A
and B, thus changing the comparison slightly to one of an alternate-forms cor-
relation, although the versions are nominally parallel. The comparison of
interest was that between Groups 1 and 2 (CI then P12, and P21 then C22) ver-
sus the paper-and-pencil only (P31 then P32) group. n these comparisons the
Group 3 reliabilities served as a baseline against which the other experimen-
tal conditions could be judged. The reliabilities were compared by t-tests
for each contrast after performing Fisher's (1921) r to z transformation on

- 14 -
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Mediume
preaon- Session 1 Sessio_2
tation Form & Form &
order N Medium version Subtest Medium version Subtest

I
to IlA AS, NC, El liB AS, NC, El
58 N-58 N-58

59
to lB ASO NC,E I IL& AS, MCOE1
114 1-56 N-56

115
to 12A ASO C,EI 12B AS, MC, El
168 V-54 N-54

1 CET -P&P
169
to 12B AS, MC,EI 12A AS, MC, EI
223 N-55 N-55

224
to 13A AS, NC, El 13B AS, NC, El
278 N-55 N-55

279
to 135 AS, NC, ZI 13A AS, MC, El
332 N-54 N-54i333
to N-55 AS, NC, El N-55 AS, NC, El387

388
to lib ASO NCG, 21 11A AS, NC, El

441 N-54 N-54

442
to 12A ASIC, EI 12B AS, C, El
499 N-58 N-58

2 P p CRT
500

to 12B AS, NC, El 12A AS, MC, El
553 N-54 N-54

554
to 13A AS, NC, El 13B AS, NC, El609 N-56 N-56

610
to 13B AS, ICO El 13A AS, MC, ZI
664 N-55 N-55

Figure 7. Experimental Design Plan for Analysis of Graphical Subtests.
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Test Admnistration

Session 1 Session 2

1 Ci P12

Naewimental 2 P21 C22
group

3 P31 P32

plaure S. Overview of Test Conditions by Group and Session

f Computer (CRT) and Paper-and-Pencil (P&P) Groups.

the test-retest correlations.

internal consistency. The final reliability comparisons were made using
en internal consistency measure of reliability, Cronbech's (1951) coefficient
alpha, which reduced to the Kuder-Rlchardson (1937) Formula 20 (KR-20) due to
the dichotomous item responses. Because internal consistency reliability es-
timsates are not appropriate for speeded tests, only subtests PC, AS, NC, and
9I ware considered in these couparisons.

The data collection plan provided the means to perform both matched
groups (within-group across sessions) and multiple independent groups (across-
groups within session) KR-20 comparisons. In order to perform the complete
matched group comparison across all subtests by Form and Version for each ex-
periental group, 72 tests of the type proposed by Feldt (1980) would be nec-
essary. A simple independent groups comparison for each subtest by form and
version within each session would require that 48 tests using Haketian and
Malen's (1976) method be made. The sheer number of statistical tests neces-
sary to adequately compare the KR-20 reliabilities suggested that the findings
obtained would be extreely difficult to Interpret and confounded by Type 1
errer

As an alternative, the KR-20 estimates were averaged separately for each
subtest within each group and session (ClI, P12, P21, C229 P31, nd P32) end
examined for differences. Collapsing the data in this wsy was justified be-
cause the ASVAB form and versions are designed to yield similar measurement
characteristics; thus, any Important reliability differences across presenta-
tion medium or session would be consistent across all versions and forms.

Studying the reliabilities In this manner allowed the discovery of possi-
ble trends or differences in KR-20s both within groups across sessions, and
across groups within sessions. As in the test-retest analysis, the paper-and-
pencil-only groups (Group 3, P31 and P32) were used as a baseline against
which the man KR-20s from the other groups were judged.
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Analysis of Structure

Detween-subtest structure. In order to exsmine the possible effect of
different Itm presentation methods on a battery of tests, an analysis was
performed on the similarity of factor and covariance structures between sub-
tests at the subtest score level, under both administration medium conditions.
The data were correlation and covariance matrices for between-subtest scores
computed from examinees' total scores for each of the six subtests.

One method used to determine the equivalence of test presentation media
was the examination of the factor structure of the between-subtest correla-
tions across conditions. For this comparison, unrotated principal factor
analysis vas used as the factoring method. Although sets of common factor
loading@ are usually not unique and many different sets of loading values can
define a solution, principal factor analysis yields a factor solution that
defines both a unique common factor space and a unique set of factor loadings
(Berman, 1976). Therefore, factor loadings from the unrotated principal fac-
tor analysis solution (defined by extraction of maximum variance from the cor-
relation matrices with squared multiple correlations on the diagonals) of the
subtests were directly compared for equivalence across media of presentation.

The equality of between-subtest covariance matrices and factor structures
was examined using the maximm likelihood methods of LISREL VI (Joreskog &
S~rbom, 1984). There are three main indices of 2 general model fit yielded by
LISREL. The first is the overall chi-square (X ). The test made by chi-
square judges the fit of the constrained model against the alternative hypoth-
esis that2the estimated covariance matrix is unconstrained. Degrees of free-
don for X are calculated by

df - J k(k + 1)- t (3)

where k is the number of observed variables, and t is the number of free pa-
rameters astimated. Jireskog and Sorbom (1984) suggest that X2 be used as an
index of the degree of odel fit and not strictly as a test statistic.

The second index of overall model fit is the goodness-of-fit index (Gi).
G7i is defined by

tr(d-s - I) 2
Sa I - tr(S) 2  (4)

where tr Is the trace of the indicated matrices, j is the fitted matrix, is
the observed covariance matrix, and I is an identity matrix. The range of GFI
is between sero and 1,0, and it is a measure of the amount of covariance and
variance accounted for by the model.

The last model fit index Is the root mean square residual (R14R) defined
as

k 1
2 ill2ji- l(a - &ij)2/k(k + 1] (5)
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where k ts the number of observed variables in the model, s:j is the observed
variance or covariance, and a is the estimated covariance or variance con-
ponento The interpretation o RlUR depends on the relative sizes of the cover-
lances and variances of the observed variables, For example, a large value
for 3M as compared to the average observed covariance or variance would be an
Indication of a model that did not fit the data very val.

Joreskog (1971) outlined a method by which the factor structures of test
batteries could be tested for equality across different groups of examinees.
Models assuming different levels of equalities were tested sequentially until
the level of structured equality appropriate for the betwee-subtest data was
found. The first model tested, the most strict test of covariance equality,
assumed that, within each Session (1 and 2), the between-subtest scores cover-
ancs matrices for the paper-and-pencil adminlstrations were equal for each
group (Session 1: E - r__ and Session 2: E M Eid) This test of the model
that the covariance structures within the paper-ana-pencLl administrations
were equal across groups provided a baseline against which the covariance
structures of computer-adminLstered tests could be judged. Next, the same
test wa made, again by session, with the addition of the covariances for the
computer administrations -G1 = -XG2 - -G3)' These tests are generalizations
of the Bartlett test for hoboneLty of variances (Morrison, 1976) and are.
susceptible to having a high degree of power when sample sizes are large,
causing rejection of the null hypothesis when minor differences are present
(Cooley & Lohnes, 1971).

The next model tested, holding a much less strong equality, was that
within each Session (1 and 2) the between-subtest scores yielded the same fac-
tor structure In each group.

Within-subtest structure. The analysis of the similarity of factor
structures within subtests was also performad for subtests AS, NC, and El.
These were the only non-speeded subtests containing the same Itens in both
versions (A and B). By combining examinees tested on either version, the sam-
ple size requirements of factor analysis were nearly met, with approximately
100 persons per subtest available across Forms (11, 12, and 13) within each
cell (Cl, P12, P21, C22, P31, P32) of the experimental design.

The factor structures were compared through uniterated principal factor
analysis, as described previously, of the item intercorrelation matrices com-
posed of phi correlations. Five unrotated principal factors were extracted
from each correlation matrix. These comparisons were made across both sub-
jects and madia using the first session baseline paper-and-pencil group for
all comparisons (C11 and C22 versus P31), The subtest factor structures from
both computer-administered conditions were compared against the subtest factorstructures of the Session I paper-and-pencil-only group (Group 3) because It

yielded an adequate representation of the factor structures of the subtests in
all the paper-and-pencLl groups.

Item Analysis

Due to limitations in sample size (between 50 and 75 per cell), only
classical test theory Item parameters (point-biserial, biserial, and propor-tion correct) were calculated and analyzed for the neer-speeded subteats. The

sample nine demands of item response theory item parameterization using LOGIST
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(Wood, Wingerky, & Lord, 1976)-500 to 1,000 per cell (Wood & Lord, 1976)-
greatly exceed the number of examinees in this study.

The subtests under study were chosen because they are the most problema-
tic ASVAB subtesta for computer admdinstrat ion. Of particular concern was the
possible difference in measurement properties of items containing graphical
images (n subtests AS, NC, and ZZ) due to problem in translating the image
from paper to a computer CRT screen. This question of masureuent equivalence
was neatly addressed at the subtest level because of the distribution of
graphical content items emong the three tests. The KC subtest contains be-
twoon 21 to 23 graphical items (23 in Form 11, 21 in Form 12, 22 in For 13)
out of the 25 total, whereas subtest I has only two or three out of 20 items.
Therefore, any computer administration effect on graphical item would impact
on subtest NC in its entirety and cause man differences across media, which
would be found through the NANOVA analysis. Subtest 11, having almost no
graphical content items, was used to index possible graphical item administra-
tion differences since it has similar test objectives, being a non-speeded,
technical Information test. Subtest AS was not used in this analysis because
it contains several graphical items (5 in Form 13, and 6 in Forms 11 and 12),
disqualifying it as either a high or low graphical content subtest.

Administration mdium differences for graphical content item were also
compared at the factor structure level. The differences in the unrotated
principal factor solutions for subtest MC across media of presentation were
compared with the factor structure differences for subtest 21 across the same
conditions. Any large discrepancy between MC and EZ factor structure differ-
enes would provide evidence that computer administration changes the Lnterre-
lationshLps among graphical items, Implying that the translation of images
from paper to CRT screen differentially affects items with graphical content.

MII. RESULTS

Analysis of Variance

Paper-and-Pencil Baseline Analysis

Table 2 shows the outcome of the IAWOVA for the paper-and-pencil baseline
group, both within and across sessions, for all subtests. Significance (p <
.05) is indicated for one within-sessLon factor, test form (Form), the repeiat-
ed measures factor (Session), and for the Interaction of test version (Ver-
sion) with Form and Session. All other factors and interactions were not IS-
nificant; therefore, no further analyses were necessary.

The results of the univariate follow-up analyses by subtest for the sig-
nificant affects Identified in the multivariate baseline analysis are given in
Table 3. For the Form factor, significance was found for the AS subtest.
Significant Session effects are shown for the NO, CS, and EI subtests, and PC
shows a significant outcome for the Version by Form by Session interaction.

The next step in the analysis was to examine the difference in the mans
for each level of each effect. Tables 4 through 9 show the means for all sub-
tests by condition. A significant difference in the mean scores by Form was
found for the AS subtest; the largest of these was between Form 11 and Form

- 19 -
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Table 2. Pillai-Bartlett Trace Values, Degrees of Freedom,
Approxinate F Ratios, and Estimsted Significance Levels (p)

for the Baseline tANOVA (N - 333)

Degrees of freedom
Source of variation Trace V Between Within F p<

Between Groups
Form .10 12 646 2.96 .001**
Version .01 6 322 .30 .935
Fore x Version .04 12 646 1.11 .353

Within Groups
Session .35 6 322 29.21 .001**
Fore x Session .05 12 646 1.45 .138
Version x Session .02 6 322 .93 .473
Version x Form x Session .08 12 646 2.30 .007**

**Statistically significant at p < .01.

Table 3. Results of Univariate ANOVA. for Significant Effects
Identified in the Baseline MAOVA (N - 333)

Effect, degrees
of freedom, Mean squares
and subtest Between Within F p<

Form (2,327)
PC 6.82 8.96 o76 .468
no 160.97 97o17 lo66 .192
CS 317.30 303.33 1o05 .353
AS 129.51 39.02 3.32 .037*
HC 10.74 3305 o33 o723
El 20.22 23.13 .87 .418

Session (1,327)
PC .29 3o01 .10 .755
No 312,22 14.92 20o93 0001**
CS 5506.34 34010 161.47 .001**
AS .38 1.18 .33 .568
MC 5.23 207 2.53 o113
El 12.99 1o85 7.02 .008**

Version x Form x Session (2,327)
PC 32.99 3o01 10.94 .001**
No 26.34 14.92 lo77 o173
CS 14.35 34.10 42 .657
AS .37 1.18 .32 .728
MC 1.50 207 .73 484
E1 1.13 1.85 .61 .542

*Statistically significant at p < .05.
**Statistically significant at p < .01.

- 20
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12, with a difference of 1.41, suggesting that no practical or meaningful sig-
nificance can be attached to this outcome. Therefore, a conclusion of no im-
portant Fore effect was drawn for the paper-and-pencil baseline analysis.

For the Session effect, the NO subtest showed an increase in mean score
of 1.37 from Session 1 to Session 2, CS had a gain of 5.75, and El differed by
.28. Therefore, a very slight NO increase and a somewhat larger CS increase
were Implied by these statistically significant mean differences.

The PC subtest analysis indicated a significant Version by Fore by Ses-
sion Interaction. However, for this subtest, the range in mean scores from
the lowest to the highest over all 12 testing conditions was only 1.30. Be-
cause of the low magnLtude of this man difference, this interaction was In-
terpreted as a psychometrically nonmeaningful difference.

Computer versus Paper-and-Pencil

PC subtest. The results of the MANOVA for the PC subtest for the comput-
er and paper-and-pencil groups are reported in Table 10 (means and standard
deviations by condition are In Table 4). The statistically significant be-
tween-subjects effects include the node of computer administration (Node) and
computer versus paper-end-pencil administration (Medium). No significant be-
tween-subjects interactions were revealed. The within-subjects repeated mea-
sures factor (Session) was found to be significant, as well as the Medium by
Session, Version by Mode by Session, Version by Medium by Session, and Mode by
Medium by Session interactions.

The follow-up analysis for the PC subtest began with the Mode effect.
For the three computer screen Modes, the mean scores were 10.32 for CRT-I,
8.46 for CRT-2, and 9.99 for CRT-3; the corresponding mean differences ware
1.86 raw-score points between Nodes CRT-i and CRT-2, .33 between 1 and 3, and
1.53 between 2 and 3. This indicates that screen condition 2 was different
from 1 and 3, whereas conditions 1 and 3 were not significantly different from
each other.

For the computer versus paper-and-pencil Medium effect, the mean differ-
ence within Session between the paper-and-pencil group (mean - 12.19) and the
computer group (mean - 9.59) was 2.60 points. For the Session effect, the
first and second session mean difference was .82 points. Upon examination of
the Medium by Session interaction, it was found that the group that took the
computer test in session 2 scored 2.15 points higher (mean - 11.74) than the
group that took It during the first session (mean - 9.59). For the paper-and-
pencil tests, however, the second session mean score (mean - 11.67) was only
.52 lower than the first session scores (mean - 12.19), a finding of little
practical Importance.

The Medium, Session, and Medium by Session effects were reevaluated with
the low-scoring second presentation Mode group removed. This reduced the Me-
dium mean difference to 2.03 points, and increased the Session difference for
the computer groups slightly to 2.43 points.

Of the three-way interactions of Version by Mode by Session, Version by
Medium by Session, and Mode by Medium by Session, all revealed only minor mean
differences of less than 1 point across conditions, but the Mode by Session
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Table 10. Results of the F-tests of Significance from the
MANOVA for the Computer Versus Paper-and-Pencil Administration

PC Subtest Conditions (N - 664)

Degrees of Mean
Source of variation freedom square F p<

Betwoen Subjects
Version 1 .01 .00 .979
Node 2 218.66 21.31 .001**
Medium 1 590.51 57.56 .001**
Version x Node 2 .66 .06 .937

Version x Medium 1 .57 .06 .814
Mode x Medium 2 15.77 1.54 .216
Version x Mode x Medium 2 21.69 2.11 .122
Within Cells 652 10.26

Within Subjects
Session 1 221.47 65.88 .001**
Version x Session 1 .20 .06 .810
Mode x Session 2 2.47 .74 .480
Medium x Session 1 531.81 158.21 .001**
Version x Mods x Session 2 15.41 4.58 .011*
Version x Medium x Session 1 14.03 4.17 .041*
Mode x Medium x Session 2 90.48 26.92 .001**
Version x Mode x Medium x Session 2 4.88 1.4 .235
Within Cells 652 3.36

*Statistically significant at p < .05.
**Statistically significant at p < .01.

interaction was a meaningful one in that Mode differences existed only within
one of the two Medium conditions.

Speeded subtests. The results of the MANOVA for the speeded NO and CS
subtests are shown in Table 11 (mean scores by condition are in Table 5 for NO
and Table 6 for CS). For the between-subjects effects, Medium, Mode, and the
Medium by ode interaction were statistically significant. Within subjects,
Session, Version by Session, Medium by Session, and Medium by Node by Session
effects were found to be statistically significant.

Table 12 contains the results of the analyses of statistically signifi-
cant effects by subtest. Medium differences were indicated for the NO sub-
test, while Mode differences were observed for both NO and CS. The between-
subjects Medium by Node interaction was found significant for the CS subtest.
Within subjects, the Session factor was significant for both NO and CS, and
all of the interactions tested were significant for both subtests except for
Version by Session, which was significant for NO but decidedly nonsignificant
for CS.

Examination of the mean scores for the Medium effects shows that the pa-
per-and-pencil group (men NO - 37.79) obtained higher scores than the comput-
er group (mean NO - 3112) in Session 1 by 6.67 points for the NO 8ubtest, and

8,22 (mean CS scores of 60.96 and 52.74, respectively) for CS; both differ-
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Table 11, Pillai-Bartlett Trace V Values with 2 and 655
Dagrees of Freedom, Approximate F Ratios, and Estimated

Significance Levels (p) from the MANOVA for the Computer
Versus Paper-and-Pencil Administration Conditions for

the 10 and CS Subtests (N - 664)

Source of variation Trace V F p<

Betwmen Groups
Version 100 1.11 .331
Medium .01 3.29 .038*
Mods .23 96.09 .001**
Version x Medium 100 .82 .439
Version x Mods 100 111 .897
Medium x Mods .01 3.30 .038*
Version x Medium x Mode 100 .04 .965

Vithin Groups
Session .06 21.59 .001**
Version x Session 001 3.54 .030*
Medium x Session .63 556.01 .001**
Mode x Session 100 08 .925
Version x Medium x Session .00 .84 .434
Version x Mode x Session .00 1.43 o241
Medium x Mode x Session 042 237,07 .001**
Version x Msdium x Mode x Session .00 .73 .482

*Statistically significant at p < .05,
**Statistically significant at p < '01.

ences were clearly consequentials, even though the ANOVA analysis found the CS
difference morginally statistically nonsignificant. In Session 2, the paper-
and-pencil group (man - 38.11) outscored the computer group (man - 34,32) by
3.79 for NO, and by 11,29 for CS (moan - 53.52 and 64,81). The CS result is
clearly substantive. The Session effect overall, with a 1.77 point gain for
NO (means - 34.46 and 36.23), and 2.32 points for CS (means - 56,91 and
59.23), does not indicate such of a real difference, since practice effects
would be expected on these speeded itens.

Upon comparison of computer screen Node differences, it was found first
that the CRT-i Mods condition (mean - 34.02) produced higher scores than the
CRT-2 condition (man - 28.21) in Session 1 by 5.81 for NO, an important mean
difference; and by 21.86 for CS (mans - 71,89 and 50.03), a highly important
difference. These disparities hardly diminished for the computer group in
Session 2, with an NO difference of 5.42 (means - 37.03 and 31.61) and a CS
difference of 18.45 (mns - 74.04 and 55,59).

Further analyses of the computer versus paper-and-poncil mdium differ-
once* by computer presentation mode within Session 1 revealed that, for NO,
the CRT-I condition (man a 34.02) shoved no practical difference from the
paper-and-pencil condition (mean - 37.79), but that the CRT-2 condition (man
- 28.21) resulted in substantially lower scores than did both the paper-and-
pencil condition (man - 37.79) and the alternate computer Mode (mean -

34.02). The same results wore obtained in Session 2, with the CRT-1 condition
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Table 12. Results of Univariate ANOVAs for Significant Effects Identified
in the MANOVA for the Subtests with 1 and 656 Degrees of Freedom (N - 664)

Effect and Mean squares
subtest Between Within F p<

Mediua
NO 685.89 106.29 6.45 .011*
CS 782.94 228.41 3.43 .065

Mode
NO 3,006.37 106.29 28.23 .001**
CS 40,997.32 228.41 179.49 .001**

lMedium x Node
N O 14.35 106.29 .13 .713
CS 1,145.51 228.41 5.02 .025*

Session
No 1,028.29 40.18 25.59 .001**
CS 1,784.08 57.15 31.22 .001**

Version x Session
NO 263.96 40.18 6.57 .011*
CS .88 57.15 .02 .901

Medium x Session
NO 9,083.82 40.18 226.09 .001**

• CS 31,570.67 57.15 552.45 .001**
Medium x Mode x Session
NO 2,256.84 40.18 56.17 .001**
CS 27,114.36 57.15 474.47 .001**

*Statistically significant at p < .05.
**Statistically significant at p < .01.

(man - 37.03) not being different from the paper-and-pencil condition (mean
38.11), but with both of these conditions revealing mean scores mch higher
than those of the CRT-2 condition (mean - 31.60). For CS, an outcome similar
to that for the NO subtest was obtained, except that for Session I the CRT-1
computer presentation condition (mean - 71.88) had mean scores such higher
than the paper-and-pencil (mean - 52.74) and the CRT-2 computer presentation
(man - 50.04) conditions. For Session 2, the CRT-1 condition (mean - 74.04)
was again msuch higher then either the paper-and-pencil (mean - 53.52) or the
CRT-2 (man - 55.58) conditions.

Although a significant Version by Session interaction was reported by the
ANOVA analysis for the NO subtest, pairwise comparisons of mean differences
found no statistical significance. The largest difference discovered was that
between Version A in Session 1 (mean - 33.64) and Version A in Session 2 (seen
- 36.30), a difference of only 2.66 points. The Version B means ware 35.26
for Session 1, increasing to 36.13 in Session 2. For the Medium by Session
interaction, the difference between paper-and-pencil and computer admnistra-
tion scores decreased in Session 2 for NO from 6.67 to 3.79, and increased for
CS from 8.22 to 11.28, neither by a significant amount.

Graphical subtests. Table 13 provides the results of the MANOVA analysis
for the AS, MC, and El graphical subtests (mean scores by condition for these
tests are in Tables 5, 6, 7). This analysis revealed no statistically signif-
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Table 13. Pillal-Bartlett Trace V Values, Degrees of Freedom,
Approximate P Ratios, and Estimated Significance Levels (p) from

the ANOVA for the Computer Versus the Paper-and-Pencil
Adnstration Conditions for the AS, MC, end El Subtests (N - 664)

Degrees of freedom
Source of variation Trace V Between Within F p<

Between Groups
Version .00 3 650 .32 .810
Form .01 6 1,302 1.44 .196
Redius 001 3 650 2.34 .072
Version x Form 000 6 1,302 .36 .902
Version x Medium .00 3 650 1.03 .379
Form x Medium .01 6 1,302 1.37 .225
Version x Form x Medium .00 6 1,302 .48 .827

Within Groups
Session .09 3 650 20.24 .001**
Version x Session .00 3 650 .84 .474
Form x Session .01 6 1,302 .82 o552
Medium x Session .04 3 650 9.10 .001**
Version x Form x Session .00 6 1,302 .35 .908
Version x Medium x Session o01 3 650 1.88 .131
Torn x Medium x Session 01 6 1,302 1.45 .191
Version x Fore x Medium x Session 001 6 1,302 1.37 .226

**Statistically significant at p < .01.

Table 14. Results of UnIvariate AIOVAs for Significant
Effects Identified in the MANOVA for the AS, MC, and El
Subtests with 1 and 652 Degrees of Freedom (N - 664)

Effect and Mean squares
subtest Between Within F p<

Session
AS 58.70 2.19 26.75 .001**
MC 122.61 2.93 41.88 .001**
El 17.45 2.13 8.21 .004**

Medium x Session
AS 3.89 2.19 1.77 .184
MC 70.74 2.93 24.17 .001**
ZI 21.86 2.13 10.28 .001**

**Statistically significant at p < .01.
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Ieant effects for the between-subjects factors, Version, Fore, or HMdium.
Significance vas indicated for the repeated measures Session effect# and the
Hediun by Session interaction. Table 14 shows the results of the univariate
follow-up analyses for the statistically signif icant e facts, revealing siS-
nificance for all three graphical subtests on the Session effect, and for MC
and 11 on the Medium by Session interaction.

Comparison of the means by condition for the significant effects revealed
small differesces in means across session of .42 for AS, .61 for MC, and .23
for 11, certainly not of any psychometric consequence. For the Medium by Ses-
sion effect for MC and 21, differences of a similar magnitude were revealed,
with the MC computer scores Increasing by 1.43 across sessions (means - 16.14
and 17.57), while the paper-and-pencil scores declined by .21 (means - 17.57
and 17.21). For the 31 subtest, computer scores gained .66 across sessions
(mans - 13.23 and 13.89) while the paper-and-pencil man score was .20 lower
(means - 13.92 and 13.72), all relatively small changes.

Comparison of the means for the MC Session 1 Medium effect, specifically
computer (mean - 16.14) versus paper-and-pencil (mean - 17.43) presentation of
graphical Image items, showed a mean difference of 1.29. Further inspection
showed that the largest part of this difference was attributable to Form 11,
where the paper-and-pencll group (mean - 18.07) outscored the computer group
(mean - 15.82) by 2.25. For Form 12, the means were 16.17 for the computer
group and 16.88 for the paper-and-pencil group, for a difference of .71; for
Form 13, the means were 16.42 and 17.32, respectively, for a difference of
.90.

Summr

No Important psychomtrically meaningful significant differences were
demonstrated for the paper-and-pencil baseline analysis for any subtests, ex-
cept for a practice effect on CS. For the computer versus paper-and-pencil
equivalence analysis, the PC subtest revealed a ajor difference in the ode
factor, with the CRT-2 condition resulting in important mean differences from
the CRT-1 and CRT-3 conditions. Even with the effects of this condition re-
moved, however, differences were still shown between the computer and paper-
and-pencil presentation media. It was also found that the group that took the
computer test second scored higher on it than the group that took it first.
However, the group that took the paper-and-pencil test second, did not obtain
higher scores than the other group's first session paper-and-pencil test.

Mh speeded test comparisons revealed that for NO, the CRT-2 presentation
node was decidedly inferior in performance, while the CRT-I condition did not
differ significantly from the paper-and-pencil results. For CS, it was found
that the CIT-i computer condition resulted in higher scores than did either
the QT-2 or the paper-and-pencil conditions, which did not differ from each
other,

The analysis for the graphical subtests revealed no psychometrically
meaningful differences for any effects for any subtests, including the first
session Nedium effect for the MC test which addresses directly the question of
differences due to paper-and-pencil versus computer presentation of graphical
Image test items.
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Reliability Analysis

Test-Retest Correlations

Table 15 ohms test-retest correlations (for CS, AS, HC and ZI) or alter-
nate form retest correlations (for PC end NO) for each subtest. Tor the

* speeded subtesto (NO and CS), all the correlations for Groups 1 and 2 for both
computer administration modes were significantly lower (at the .05 level) than
those from Group 3. except for the NO subtest in Group 2 computer-administered
ftNde 1. These significant differe*c" In retest correlations were fairly
large, the smallest being .20 for CS (.65 versus .85) in Group 2 Mode 2,
Increasing to .36 for 110 (0-33 versus .69) in Group 1 No&e 2.

Table 15. Test-Retest Correlations (r), for
NSu Xtests CS, AS,, NC, end 11 and Alternate
Pores Retest Correlations for PC and NO
Subtests and Number of Examinees (N)

by Group and Node

Subtest
& Mode/ LLOU I ru ru
version r N r N r N

1 4 42 114 e75* 109 49 112
2 453 164 .509 164

1 447* 168 v5 168 .A9 108
2 .60* 164 .5* 164

AS

12 .93 109 .88* 112 .94 108
13 .89* 109 .95 ill .95 113

HC .81* 332 .87 332 .88 333

II .79* 332 .89 332 .85 333

Note. Group 3 PC correlation Is based on examinees
taking Form 11 only, and the NO and CS correlations
are based on exminees taking Pore 12 only,, In
correspondence with the forms administered to Groups
1 and 2.

*Indicates that the Group 1 or Group 2 correlation
is significantly different from the Group 3 corre-
lotion at the .05 level.
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The graphical subtests (AS, C, and II) showed a similar pattern of test-
retest correlations, For each graphical subtest, the Group I correlations
were significantly lower than those from Group 3, although for AS only Form 13
yielded significantly lower correlations. The only Group 2 test-retest corre-
lations significantly lower than Group 3 were from AS, Forms 11 and 12. Al-
though these relLbllties (test-retest) were statistically significantly lov-
er for the groups in which one test administration was computerized, the actu-
al differences in teat-retest correlations were not very large, ranging from
.05 (AS in Group 2, Form 11) to .07 (NC in Group 1).

The pattern of teat-retest correlations was somewhat different for sub-
test PC as there were no differences In test-retest correlations between
Groups 1 and 3 that reached significance at the .05 level. The Group 2 PC
test-retest correlations were significantly higher than Group 3 for Modes 1
and 3. These were the only test-retest correlations for any of the subtests
that were significantly higher in either of the computer administration groups
(1 and 2) than in the paper-and-pencil-only Group 3 (.75 and .79 versus .49).

internal Consistencies

Mean 5R-20e for each non-speeded subteet by Group and Session are in
Table 16 (5R-20. for each group and condition are in Tables 4 through 9).
Tables 4 through 9 show that the differences in KR-20e within cells were of
the sam magnitude as any difference found between cells; thus, the data were
studied as means instead of as individual values from separate test admnLs-
tratons.

Table 16. Average Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 Reliability (520)
Tor Subtests PC, AS, NC, and II by Experimental Group and Session

Session I Session 2

Group PC AS NC 2I PC AS NC EI

Computer Paper-and-Pencil

Group 1 .558 .817 .758 .728 .674 .824 .764 .720

Paper-and-Pencil Computer

Group 2 .658 .808 .714 .694 .596 .800 .711 .699

Paper-and-Pencil Paper-and-Pencil

Group 3 .727 .806 .748 .697 .694 .794 .740 .692

Note. For the PC subtest in the computer conditions, only Modes 1 and 3
were included, due to the extreme Mode 2 differences. In the paper-and-
pencil conditions, only Form 11 was included so as to correspond with the
computer conditions,

The lowest man reliabilitLes for both computer administration (.558 and
,658) and paper-and-pencil (.727) were obtained for the PC subteat, as expect-
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ed, due to its short length. Also, the largest differences in man KR-20s
across media of administration for any subtest were found for the reliabill-
ties of PC, with differences of .100 (Cl1 versus P21) and .169 (ClI versus
P31). The PC subtest also showed the only large increase in man KR-20 across
sessions, with the Group I man KR-20 increasing from .558 in Session 1 to
.674 in Session 2.

Subtest AS yielded much more consistent man KR-20 values, with a range
from .794 (Group 3, Session 2) to .824 (Group 1, Session 2). This .03 range
is striking in that both values are from Session 2 paper-and-pencil-admini-
stared tests, implying that the computer versus paper-end-poncil comparisons
were more equal, with only .009 (ClI versus P21) and .011 (ClI versus P31)
differences in Session 1 and .024 (P12 versus C22) and .006 (C22 versus P32)
differences in Session 2.

The Session I and 2 mean KR-20 differences were all smaller than .01 for
subtest NC. This corresponds with the pattern found for subtest AS, where the
largest difference was a .012 decrease from Session 1 to Session 2. Within
Session 1, there was a larger man KR-20 difference for NC between the two
paper-and-pencil administrations (P21 versus P31, .03) than between Cl and
P31 (.01), though all the differences were very small.

The man K-20 values for subtest 11 conformed to the general pattern
found for the other graphical subtests, indicating no effect on internal con-
sistency for computer versus paper-and-pencil test administration. As found
for NC, there was no computer administration effect within examinees for El,
with all differences in mean fl-20s across sessions being .008 or less. In
both sessions, the man IR-20 was higher in Group 1 than in the other groups,
with the overall range being .692 (P32) to .728 (ClI).

Analysis of Structure

Across Subtests

For the calculation of the between-subtest correlation and covariance
matrices from the computer administrations, only scores obtained from exami-
nees taking Nodes I and 3 for the PC subtest and Node 1 of the NO and CS sub-
tests were included. The MANOVA analysis showed that the Mode 2 scores for
PC, NO, and CS were such different than both Mode 1 and Node 3 in terms of
subtest mans and variances, thus their exclusion from this analysis. Table
17 shows the correlations between subtest scores by Group and Session which
were analysed by principal factor analysis to yield the eigenvalues shown in
Table 18. The ei4gnstructure is fairly similar within each cell (Group and
Session combination), with a large first factor capturing between 63.4Z (P21)
and 69.8Z (P32) of the cosmon variance. All calls seen to conform to a two-
factor solution except C1i, for which three factors are indicated. Cell CI1
is the only one where the third eigenvalue is positive, with the third factor
accounting for 9.9% of the comon variance. The third factor is present at
the expense of Factor 2 which accounts for 13.3% less common variance than the

*. Factor 2 in any other cell in Session 1.

Table 19 gives the factor loadings by Group and Session from the prici-
pal factor analyses. Factor I loads highest on, and is defined by, the graph-
ical subtests (AS, NC, ZT) in every cell except P31, where PC loads higher
than AS (.572 versus .542). There are also substantial loadings for PC on
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Table 17. Intercorrelations of Subtest Scores
by Group for Session 1 (Upper Triangle) and

Session 2 (Lower Triangle)

Subtest PC NO CS AS MC E1

Group 1 (N-171 Session l8; N-332 Session 2)

PC - .36 -.06 .08 .30 .32
No .14 - .27 -.05 .19 .11
CS .13 .56 - .08 .18 .10
AS .25 -.05 .01 - .59 .49
MC .32 .00 .08 .52 - .56
El .34 -.02 .00 .56 .59 -

Group 2 (W--332 Session 1; N1167 Session 2a )

PC - .20 .22 .16 .25 .28
NO .15 - .62 -.04 .12 -. 02
CS .27 .41 - .11 .21 .10
AS .24 -.17 .01 - .54 .57
MC .34 -.01 .11 .56 - .55
El .40 -.09 .00 .52 .54 -

Group 3 (1-333, both sessions)

PC - .39 .34 .21 .36 .35
NO .26 - .63 -. 03 .16 .07
CS .27 .57 - .02 .21 .09
AS .22 -.03 .05 - 153 .55
MC .41 .18 .28 .52 - .52
1E .37 .11 .16 .58 .57 -

Note. Only factors with eigenvalues greater than zero
are presented.

aOnly computer Modes 1 and 3 for PC, and Mode 1 for NO
and CS, were included since Mode 2 for PC and Mode 2
for NO and CS were found to be significantly different
in the MAIOVA analysis.

Factor 1 for cells C22 (.488) and P32 (.521), crossing both Session and MedL-
urn.

The second factor is a little cleaner, with its highest loadings found on
the speeded subtests (NO and CS) in every cell except CI1, where PC and AS
have stronger loadings than CS (-.432 versus .350). In Group 1, Session 1,
both PC and AS have stronger loadings than CS (.357 and -. 347 versus .184).
In Group 3 there is also a substantial loading on Factor 2 for 8ubtest AS in
each session (-.443 and -. 385).

Assuming that a third factor is necessary to adequately explain the data
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Table 18. Kigenvalues and Percentage of Common
Variance Accounted for from Principal Factor Analyses

of Subtest Scores by Group and Session

Session 1 Session 2
Group and Kigen- Z of Zigen- Z of
factor value variance value variance

Group, 1: Computer (-171f Paper-and-Pencil (N-332)

1 1,740 67.8 1.719 65.5
2 .572 22.3 .906 34.5
3 .255 9.9

Group 2: Paper-and-Pencil (N-332) Comuter (N-167)
a

1 1.740 63.4 1.732 69.3
2 1.006 36.6 .768 30.7

Group 3: Paper-and-Pencil (N-333) Paper-and-Pencil (N-333)

1 1.885 64.4 1.956 69.8
2 1.043 35.6 .846 30.2

Note. Only factors with eigenvalues greater than zero are
presented.

aonly computer Modes 1 and 3 for PC, and Mode 1 for NO and CS,
were included since Node 2 for PC and Node 2 for NO and CS
were found to be significantly different in the MANOVA analysis.

in cell Cl, it is defined by low to moderate loadings on PC (-.289) and CS
(.389). The communality estimate for CS in cell Cl (.220) is lower than in
any other cell, the next lowest being .337 in the other computer-administered
call C22.

Table 20 summarizes the covariance structure and confirmatory factor
analysis results. The first model tested was the equality of the across-
subtest covariance matrices within sessions. In both sessions this model was
rejected as not fitting the data, with X2 _ 104.57 and X2 - 75.47 with 42 de-
gross of freedom. A check on the sensitivity of the procedure was run testing

the equality of the across-subtest covariance matrices for only the paper-and-
pencil administrations within each session. This model was not rejected in
either session (x2 - 22.42 and X2 - 29.91, with 21 degrees of freedom each),
indicating that the covariance matrices for computer administration sessions
were not equal to those from paper-and-pencil testing sessions.

The next model tested a less-strog equality that the factor pattern was
invariant for each group within sessions. The principal factors analyses sug-
gested that either two or three factors were present; thus, the first tests
assumed the presence of three correlated factors for each group. Assuming
that this model was not rejected, subsequent models would test the equality of
the factor loadings, error variances and covariances, and factor covariances,
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Table 20. Sumry Table for Testing Models of Factor Equality
Vithin Sessiou, Showing Model, Ch-Square Value (X2), Degrees
of Freedom (df), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), Root-Mean Square

Residual (INR), and Estimated Probability (p)

Hypothesis x df cn RJ p<

El2 w Z21 - ES1 104.57 42 .977 2.206 .001**
-21 - E31 22.42 21 .989 2.090 .374

E12 : E22 - E32  75.47 42 .985 3.513 .001**
E12 E 132 29.91 21 .984 4.632 .094

A. Ax - A2 A e6 not positive definite for Cl
11 x 2 1 31

A. A1 2 -Ax22 - AX32 56.58 21 0967 2.297 .001**
B. A I I  A x21 - A X31 not positive definite for C22

B. AX12  A1 2 A O , e8 not positive definite for Cll

C. A1  A 2 f w A 1  157.54 24 .940 2.239 .001**x1 "x21. A31

**Statistically significant at p < .01.

Note. A is a model of the factor pattern: '0 0 0

x 0 01
V 0 1X

3 Is a model of the factor pattern: 0 0-X

0 x 0

LX 0 xJ
is a model of the factor pattern: 0 Xc

0A x
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providing an indication of the degree of equality of the factor structures.

Only for Session 2 did LISREL converge to meaningful parameter estimates
while testing a three-factor model. This model (Factor 1 - AS, MC, El; Factor
2 1 O, CS; Factor 3 - PC; zeroes elsewhere) produced a significant chi-square
(X - 56.58, 21 degrees of freedom) indicating non-fit. In Session 1, the
matrix theta-delta was not positive definite for Group I (Cll), indicating
that the model did not fit the data for that cell.

A second three-factor pattern was hypothesized, allowing two more load-
ings to vary (Factor 1 - AS, C, I; Factor 2 - NO, CS; Factor 3 - PC, NC, El;
zeroes elsewhere), which lessened the pressure to fit many zero loadings. For
this model, LISREL did not converge to meaningful parameter estimates in
either session. The Session 1 results found both matrices phi and theta-delta
to be non-positive definite for Group 1 (Cll). In Session 2, phi was not pos-
itive definite for cell C22 (Group 2). Again, the non-meaningful estimates of
these matrices Imply that the model did not fit the data within those cells.

Next, a two-factor pattern model (Factor 1 - AS, NC, El; Factor 2 - PC,
NO, CS; zeroes elsewhere) was tried for Session 1, in case three factors were
not necessary to explain the data adequately. This model fIt the data less
well than the most restrictive covariance equality model (X - 104.57, df -
42), with a X2 value of 157.54 with 24 degrees of freedom. The implication of
this test is that neither a two-factor model nor a three-factor model fit the
Session 1 data. Thus, the reason for the non-fit of the three-factor model
could not be the specification of too many factors.

*Within Subtest

Table 21 shows sigenvalues and the percentage of common variance account-
ad for from the within-subtest principal factors analysis by Form (11, 12 and
13) and Medium of administration. Appendix A shows the factor loadings for
the first five principal factors from the same analyses. Only non-speeded
subtests AS, MC, and El were factor analyzed, because it was necessary to com-
bine the data from examinees taking both Versions A and B in order to obtain
enough examinees to meet factor analysis requirements. Subtest PC contains
different items in Versions A and B, making such a combination impossible.
Due to the finding of significant Session effects in the MANOVA analysis, all
analyses were performed within Session 1, with Group I (computer administra-
tion) being compared against Group 3 (paper-and-pencil administration).

There were no major trends across subtests or forms, or large factor
structure differences for the subtests, under different media of administra-
tion conditions. The factor structures of each form of each subtest under
both administration media were adequately described by one-factor solutions.
The large number of eigenvalues greater than 1.0 found for each subtest is
likely an indication of the small examinee-per-item ratio for each factor
analysis (4:1 or 5:1). The first factors accounted for 43.8Z (MC Form 13,
computer-administered) to 59.41 (AS Form 13, computer-administered) of the
common variance in each subtest. These first factors are more than twice as
large as the second factors in every case, suggesting the interpretation of a
one-factor solution. All subteuts, however, showed a trend for the first fac-
tor to be larger (i.e., account for more common variance) under computer ad-
ministration than for paper-and-pencil administration. These differences
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ranged from 11.3% in MC Form 11 to 1.1% in AS Form 12. There was no differ-
ence in 2I Form 11, and there was a 1.7% difference in the other direction for
MC Form 13, but these were the only exceptions.

The only large difference in computer- versus paper-and-pencil-admini-
stored subtest factor structure occurred for subtest MC, Form 11. For comput-
er administration, Factor I accounted for 56.8Z of the common variance, but
for the paper-and-pencil administration, Factor 1 captured only 45.5Z, causing
an 11.3Z difference. This difference was not matched in Forms 12 or 13 of
subtest MC; in fact, for Yorm 13, the paper-and-pencil Factor 1 accounted for
more common variance than did the Factor I from the computer administration
(45.5Z versus 43.8%).

Item Analysis

Conventional Item statistics (proportion correct, point-biserial, and
biserial Item-test correlations) for each item In each non-speeded subtest
(PC, AS, MC and E1) by Version (A or B) and Medium (computer or paper-and-
pencil) are shown in Appendix B. There were no statistical analyses performed
at the item level to compare particular values of these statistics, due to the
mostly nonsignificant and inconsequential differences found for the Medium
effect in the MANOVA analyses.

The important question of possible differences in graphical content items
across administration media was addressed partially through the subtest-level
MAMOVAs, The distribution of graphical items allowed the comparisons of sub-
test MC across administration media to substitute for an item-level analysis.
In fact, every subtest-level analysis performed on subtest MC could be used as
a method to compare graphical versus non-graphical content iteas. By compar-
ing computer administration versus paper-and-pencil administration differences
for KC versus AS and El, information on graphical item was obtained. The
results of these comparisons were that differences in subtest MC across admin-
istration media were not significantly greater than the computer versus paper-
and-pencil differences exhibited by AS or El. The within-subtest factor anal-
yses also showed no greater differences in the factor structure of MC across
administration media then were found for subtests AS and El.

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine the extent of equivalence of
measurement properties for a battery of ASVAB subtests under conditions of
computer versus paper-and-pencil administration. The subtests selected for
study--PC, NO, CS, AS, MC, and El--were those that presented particular prob-
lems for computer presentation.

The paper-and-pencil baseline analysis was performed to yield a lower
bound against which computer versus paper-and-pencil differences could be
Judged, both within and between examinees. The only statistically significant
effects found were those for Form on the AS subtast and Session for the NO,
CS, and AS subtests. However, the statistically significant mean differences
observed were small and not psychometrically meaningful, thus providing an
acceptable basis for judging comparisons between computer and paper-and-pencil
conditions.
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Paragraph Comprehension Subtest

The PC subtest, chosen due to its paragraph-length Ltems and multiple
items per paragraph, showed differences In measurement properties across the
medium of presentation and within the three modes of computer administration,
with one node (CRT-2) differing significantly from the other two (CRT-i,
CRT-3). The first Mode (CRT-i) displayed the paragraph in one scrolling field
while the itsm appeared sequentially In a separate nonscrolling field beneath
it. Each item was erased before the next one appeared, and the examinee, un-
able to retrieve the item, could therefore proceed only n a forward direction
through the test. The second computer administration Node (CRT-2) contained
each paragraph and all relevant questions in a single scrolling field. In
this node, the. entire screen was available for viewing the paragraph, with
questions appearing after the final line of text as the paragraph was scrolled
up the screen, allowing the examinee to move back and forth within each para-
graph. Vor Sessions I and 2, this condition resulted in mean scores sLgnifi-
cantly lower than both the paper-and-pencil condition and the other two CRT
conditions, suggesting examinee confusion or disorientation arising from this
particular screen forme. Another possibility is that because whole para-
graphs and corresponding items never appeared on the screen simultaneously, a
memory component was introduced and becme more important in this condition
than in the others. The final computer condition (CRT-3) contained separate
scrolling fields for both the paragraphs and their related items, and provided
an answer-sheet type of display at the top of the screen, allowing examinees
to monitor their progress through the test. This condition also enabled exam-
inees to return to any paragraph and to change their response to any item at
any time during the test. In both sessions, this condition resulted in mean
scores almost identical to those for the CRT-i condition.

Clear differences were demonstrated within Session 1 between all three
CRT conditions and the paper-and-pencil administration condition. In Session
2 however, equivalent scores were obtained for the paper-and-pencil, CRT-I,
and CRT-3 conditions, with the mean paper-and-pencil score being fairly con-
stant, while the scores for all three CRT groups were significantly larger
compared to Session 1. Only the CRT-2 condition still yielded significantly
lower scores than paper-and-pencil in Session 2. This finding suggests that
those who took the paper-and-pencil PC test first, followed by the computer PC
test, may have benefitted from practice effects in the second session, imply-
ing that a more extensive practice sequence and perhaps a more detailed in-
struction set preceding the administration of the computerized PC test may be
appropriate. In light of the absence of comparable differences on the other
subteats, another possibility may be that, due to the combination of lack of
familiarity with the computer medium and the complexity of the PC subtest, the
first subtest administered in the sequence produced a heightened level of anx-
iety which attenuated test scores for those tested by computer in the first
session. The equivalence of the CRT-i and CRT-3 conditions may be due to a
tendency for examinees to ignore the more complex features of the CRT-3 condi-
tion, such as the ability to return to earlier paragraphs, responding instead
In a manner similar to that of the CRT-1 forats, i.e., proceeding straight
through the test item by item without backtracking. The lower performance for
CRT-2 may have resulted from the increased memory requirement caused by the
particular screen configuration used.

The reliability analyses found that the PC subtest obtained lower inter-
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nal consistencies of a meaningful magnitude (> 010) when computer-adminis-
tared. However, the test-retest reliabilitLes when one administration was by
computer were not significantly lower than the paper-and-pencil-only test-re-
test. reliabilities. In fact, the Group 2 tet-retest correlations were sig-
nificantly higher (for Modes 1 and 3) than those from the paper-and-pencil-
only group.

Speeded Subtests

he NO and CS subtests, chosen on the basis of their speeded nature, were
administered by paper-end-pencil and by two CRT conditions. The first comput-
er mode presented one item at a time on the screen, with each item being
erased and replaced by the next item following the exminee's response. The
second mode filled the screen with a block of items, with the examinee re-
sponding to the first item in the block. This item was then erased and the
remaining items in the block shifted upward following the examinee's response.
The number of items present on the screen decreased in this manner with each
response until, following the response to the last item in the block, a new
block of items appeared on the screen.

Although the initial analysis revealed significant differences between
the paper-and-pencil and CRT media for both the NO and CS subtests in Session
1, further evaluation demonstrated equivalence between one CRT condition and
the paper-and-pencil sedium in both sessions. For the NO subtest, this equiv-
alence was found between the CRT-1 sngle-ftee mode and the paper-and-pencil
condition, with the CRT-2 group scoring significantly lower. For CS, the
equivalent conditions were the CRT-2 aultiple-Ltes screen mode and the paper-
and-pencIl condition$ with the CRT-I single-tm =group scoring much higher
than either of the othes. It should be noted that for every comparison be-
tween the CS CRT-2 and paper-and-pencil conditions, a consistent trend of mar-
ginally lower CRT scares was observed, arguing against absolute equivalence.

For both speeded subtests, a consistent relationship was found between
the two computer conditions, with the sinLgle-Ltem presentation causing higher
scores than the multiple-item presentation in every case, the mnltiple-iten
mode perhaps causing distraction or confusion for the examiLnees. For the NO
subtest, this resulted in highly attenuated scores for the CRT-2 condition as
compared with paper-and-pencil results. For the CS subtest, the single-item
computer mode provided such a marked increase in performance over paper-and-
pencil administration that the attenuating effects of multiple-Lte computer
presentation brought scores more in line with those for the paper-and-pencil
medium. This finding my be deceptive, however. The CS single-item presenta-
tion condition may actually be more parallel to the paper-and-pencil perfor-
mance, differing only by a scaling factor due to the greater response speed
afforded the CRT examnee. The multiple-item response condition may be sub-ject to negative effects arising from rapid response times which are then ne-
gated by the distracting influence of the upward-shLftLng ultLple-item screen
foat, as found with the NO subtest.

The test-retest reliability analysis showed for both NO and CS that ad-
ministration by computer in one session significantly lowered the correlation
of compute-administered scores with those from paper-and-pencil administra-
tion, in comparison to the paper-and-pencil baseline analysis. This suggests
that the administration of speeded tests by computer might result in test
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scores with somewhat different score propertios than the sa, speeded tests
administered by paper-and-pencil.

Graphical Subtests

The AS, NC, and I subtests, chosen for their graphical and standard ul-
tiple-choice text content, were presented in a single CRT mode in addition to
paper-and-pencil presentation. The format of the computer presentation was
Identical to that of the paper-end-pencil tests with digitized graphical im.-
gee, copied directly from the ASVAB test booklets, appearing on the computer
screen with the appropriate text.

The results of the analyses for these subtests indicated a straghtfor-
ward equivalence between the computer and paper-and-pencil media for all three
subtets. The clarity of this finding can be attributed, at least in part, to
the construction of finely detailed computer representations of an graphical
images. A direct test of the equivalence of examinee perception of these Ima-
ges was provided by the comparison between CRT and paper-and-pencil conditions
within Session I for the MC subtests the content of which is almost entirely
graphical. This comparison Identified no differences between the two modes of
presentation, thus suggesting equivalence.

Subtast Structure

The interrelationships of this battery of subtests as a whole were some-
what different under the conditions of different administration methods. The
principal factor analyses suggested that the factor structure of the subtest
scores for computer-administared Group I Session 1 contained three factors,
whereas only two factors were needed to explain the data from the other first
session paper-and-pencil administrations. The LTSREL confirmatory analysis
supported these results by rejecting a model of the equality of the subtest
covariance matrices when a computer administration group was included, but not
rejecting a nodel of equal covariance matrices when only covariance matrices
from the paper-and-pencLl groups were included. All of the less stringent
tests of the equality of factor structure models across administration media
found either a rejection of the model or the presence of non-positive definite
covariance matrices. A finding of non-positive definite covariance matrices
is an Indication that the model did not provide a suitable fit to the data.

These negative LISREL findings could be due to the slight factor struc-
ture difference found In the principal factors analyses or to the extreame
power of the LISREL procedure when sample sizes and degrees of freedom are
large. The model of equal factor structure that did converge to meaningful
parmeter estimates produced a significant chi-square, but the degree of non-
fit was quite smll. The estimated covariance matrices for Groups 1, 2, and 3
produced only ero, one, and two significant normalized residuals, respective-
ly. Thus, although the model did obtain a significant chi-square value, it
should not be rejected entirely.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present study suggest that attaining equivalent test
results between computer and paper-and-pencil administrations is feasible for
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the power subtests of the ASVAB. For the case of standard mltiple-choice
text items and those with graphical content, all that my be required is care-
ful development of testing software, with adequate attention to the clarity
and detail of graphical images.

Tor the speeded aubtests, the present findings indicate that the mode of
scram presentation of test item can drastically Influence the level of exan-
mae performances For the NO subteat, an indication of equivalence between
the single-item CRT and paper-and-pencil presentation conditions was estab-
lished. For CS, however, although the multiple-item screen condition produced
similar scores to those from the paper-end-pencil medium, the trend over il-
tiple comparisons between the two showed that the computer socres were margin-
ally lower in every came. 7his finding suggests that further research on al-
ternative screen configurations and enlarged computer instruction and practice
sets may be appropriate to bring computer performance more In line with Its
paper-and-pencil counterpart. Continued investigation my also reveal that
the higher-scoring single-ite screen condition is actually more consistent
with papet-aud-pencil performance, and that a scaling factor is required to
compensate for the faster response time made possible by the substitution of a
computer keyboard for a paper-and-pencil answer sheet.

The PC subtest offers perhaps the grantest challenge to equivalence in
the ASVAJ battery. For this subtest, the present results demonstrate the sen-
sitivity of examinee performance to alternative screen presentation modes for
this rather compleak test. The findings support, however, the benefits of
pre-test practice, simplicity of screen format design, and detailed instruc-
tion sets in equalizing computer and paper-and-pencil performance. Recommen-
datLons for further research include eperimentation with varying numbers of
practice items, alternative screen formats, instruction sets emphasizing ape-
cific aspects of the computerized PC subtst, and administration of the PC
subtest after administration of other subtests in the ASVAB battery to allow
greater examinee familiarity with the computer before the presentation of the
PC items.
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APPENDIX B: ITI STALTISTICS (DIFFICULT!, POINT-BISURIAL,

AND BISERIAL CORULIATION) BY SUBTEST, FORM, AND VEUSION

FOR TWO PRES ENTATION MEDIA
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